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[DISTRICT ATTORNEY JESSICA DEVLIN] 42 years old, attractive, ambitious, and smart as hell, Devlin is 
Sebastian's new boss at the District Attorney's office. Having been beaten flat by Sebastian on innumerable 
occasions, she's coldly furious to have to deal with him as a new hire, and she's intent on seeing him publicly 
humiliated by failure, the same way he's humiliated her. Jessica sends Sebastian a crew of bright but difficult 
ADAs as his team, and assigns him a high profile case she's convinced will lose. Jessica, a stickler for legal 
procedure and protocol, believes that Sebastian lacks professional ethics and integrity - and is intent on driving 
him out of the D.A.'s office. Jessica is dismayed when Sebastian pulls victory from the jaws of defeat, winning a 
conviction and securing his new position...SERIES REGULAR (1) 

[MADELEINE POE] 28 years old, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with Sebastian's High Profile Crime 
Unit, Madeleine graduated cum laude from Stanford Law, clerked for the 9th Circuit, and has led the D.A.'s 
office in convictions for the last 2 years. Ambitious and a bit of a suck-up, she wants to become a defense 
attorney, and wants to learn the tricks of Sebastian's trade from "the best." Willing to stifle her ego in exchange 
for a masters class in courtroom tactics, she's regarded by other ADAs as obnoxious and hyper-ambitious - but 
acknowledged as probably the best young lawyer among them...SERIES REGULAR (7)  

[CASEY FLYNN] 28 years old, a JFK Junior-esque hunk, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with Sebastian's 
High Profile Crime Unit, Casey is weak on the facts and infamous for his sloppy preparation. A hottie who excels 
at charming juries, particularly the female members, Casey needs to drop the pretty boy routine and change his 
priorities if he ever hopes to earn Sebastian's respect...SERIES REGULAR (6)  

[RAINA ALI] 29 years old, female, any ethnicity, smart and tough, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with 
Sebastian's High Profile Crime Unit, Raina is brilliant, but she has authority issues, and is a "contempt citation 
waiting to happen." Ticked off beyond belief when Sebastian verbally eviscerates her work in front of her peers, 
Raina is ready to quit the unit...SERIES REGULAR  

[MARTIN SOLOMON] 32 years old, an African-American from South Central Los Angeles, one of the Assistant 
District Attorneys with Sebastian's High Profile Crime Unit, Martin is smart and aggressive, and got a full 
scholarship to UCLA -- but his take-no-prisoners attitude alienates jurors...SERIES REGULAR (6)  

[JULIE STARK] The 16 year old (prefer 18 to play 16) daughter of high-profile defense attorney Sebastian Stark, 
Julie has her father's steel-trap mind and sharp wit, which she uses to cover the vulnerability of a daughter who 
craves her busy father's love and attention. She's been in Karen's custody ever since her parents divorced, and 
she's about to decide which parent should get final custody of her until she reaches adulthood. Aware that her 
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mother is about to move to New York, and equally aware that her father is a workaholic careerist who has never 
had time to be a parent, and whose every hour of "quality time" is interrupted by ten or twenty business-related 
cellphone calls, Julie knows that this is her last chance ever to know Sebastian as a parent, rather than a talking 
head on Court TV. To everyone's surprise, she chooses to give final custody to Sebastian, hoping to force him 
to be a parent for once in his life...SERIES REGULAR (10)  

[MARGARET POOL] 60 year old, Sebastian's long-time legal assistant, Margaret is very British, competent to 
the point of being officious, and is not thrilled with her boss's new gig. Displeased to be banished from Century 
City to the wilds of Downtown Los Angeles, she wishes that Sebastian would reconsider his decision to work as 
a prosecutor, and sometimes acts as a belligerent judge during Sebastian's mock trials... RECURRING OR 
POSSIBLE SERIES REGULAR IN FUTURE EPISODES (10)  

[MAYOR JOSE DELGADO] In his late 40s, slick, savvy, an expertly smooth politico, Delgado is a career oficial 
who has risen to the top of Los Angeles political life. Delighted for the photo op offered him by Sebastian's 
defection to the prosecutorial side of the aisle, Delgado loves to have his picture taken next to successful 
celebrity lawyer Sebastian Stark, and hopes Sebastian will make him look like a genius... RECURRING OR 
POSSIBLE SERIES REGULAR IN FUTURE EPISODES (1)  

[KAREN STARK] In her early 40s, Karen is Sebastian's ex-wife, the mother of their daughter Julia, of whom she 
has custody. Ready to get married to her boyfriend Larry, an anesthesiologist, Karen breaks the bad news to 
Sebastian: she and Larry will be moving to New York, and she expects to take Julia with her. She gets an 
unpleasant surprise when Julia grants her final custody to Sebastian, not to her mom...RECURRING ROLE (18) 

[ANITA TAYLOR] 42 years old, African-American, Anita is the top female defense lawyer in Los Angeles, and 
Sebastian's bitter rival. His ex-lover as well as his opponent in the Jennifer Dennison case, Anita is looking 
forward to a chance to annihilate Sebastian in front of ajury, and she's not above using a few tricks out of "The 
Shark's" rule book -- especially the one about rewriting the rule book as you go along. But to her surprise, she 
gets trounced as Sebastian forces her client to make one damaging admission after another...RECURRING 
ROLE (26)  
 
STORY LINE: Famous, wealthy Los Angeles defense attorney Sebastian Stark (known as "The Shark") has a 
change of heart and opts to try his hand as a prosecutor -- a choice that disrupts his personal and professional 
life, and threatens to give the D.A.'s office a taste of something fresh, something different, something called 
victory...
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[DISTRICT ATTORNEY JESSICA DEVLIN] 42 years old, attractive, ambitious, and smart as hell, Devlin is 
Sebastian's new boss at the District Attorney's office. Having been beaten flat by Sebastian on innumerable 
occasions, she's coldly furious to have to deal with him as a new hire, and she's intent on seeing him publicly 
humiliated by failure, the same way he's humiliated her. Jessica sends Sebastian a crew of bright but difficult 
ADAs as his team, and assigns him a high profile case she's convinced will lose. Jessica, a stickler for legal 
procedure and protocol, believes that Sebastian lacks professional ethics and integrity - and is intent on driving 
him out of the D.A.'s office. Jessica is dismayed when Sebastian pulls victory from the jaws of defeat, winning a 
conviction and securing his new position...SERIES REGULAR (1) 

[MADELEINE POE] 28 years old, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with Sebastian's High Profile Crime 
Unit, Madeleine graduated cum laude from Stanford Law, clerked for the 9th Circuit, and has led the D.A.'s 
office in convictions for the last 2 years. Ambitious and a bit of a suck-up, she wants to become a defense 
attorney, and wants to learn the tricks of Sebastian's trade from "the best." Willing to stifle her ego in exchange 
for a masters class in courtroom tactics, she's regarded by other ADAs as obnoxious and hyper-ambitious - but 
acknowledged as probably the best young lawyer among them...SERIES REGULAR (7)  

[CASEY FLYNN] 28 years old, a JFK Junior-esque hunk, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with Sebastian's 
High Profile Crime Unit, Casey is weak on the facts and infamous for his sloppy preparation. A hottie who excels 
at charming juries, particularly the female members, Casey needs to drop the pretty boy routine and change his 
priorities if he ever hopes to earn Sebastian's respect...SERIES REGULAR (6)  

[RAINA ALI] 29 years old, female, any ethnicity, smart and tough, one of the Assistant District Attorneys with 
Sebastian's High Profile Crime Unit, Raina is brilliant, but she has authority issues, and is a "contempt citation 
waiting to happen." Ticked off beyond belief when Sebastian verbally eviscerates her work in front of her peers, 
Raina is ready to quit the unit...SERIES REGULAR  

[MARTIN SOLOMON] 32 years old, an African-American from South Central Los Angeles, one of the Assistant 
District Attorneys with Sebastian's High Profile Crime Unit, Martin is smart and aggressive, and got a full 
scholarship to UCLA -- but his take-no-prisoners attitude alienates jurors...SERIES REGULAR (6)  

[JULIE STARK] The 16 year old (prefer 18 to play 16) daughter of high-profile defense attorney Sebastian Stark, 
Julie has her father's steel-trap mind and sharp wit, which she uses to cover the vulnerability of a daughter who 
craves her busy father's love and attention. She's been in Karen's custody ever since her parents divorced, and 
she's about to decide which parent should get final custody of her until she reaches adulthood. Aware that her 
mother is about to move to New York, and equally aware that her father is a workaholic careerist who has never 
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had time to be a parent, and whose every hour of "quality time" is interrupted by ten or twenty business-related 
cellphone calls, Julie knows that this is her last chance ever to know Sebastian as a parent, rather than a talking 
head on Court TV. To everyone's surprise, she chooses to give final custody to Sebastian, hoping to force him 
to be a parent for once in his life...SERIES REGULAR (10)  

[MARGARET POOL] 60 year old, Sebastian's long-time legal assistant, Margaret is very British, competent to 
the point of being officious, and is not thrilled with her boss's new gig. Displeased to be banished from Century 
City to the wilds of Downtown Los Angeles, she wishes that Sebastian would reconsider his decision to work as 
a prosecutor, and sometimes acts as a belligerent judge during Sebastian's mock trials... RECURRING OR 
POSSIBLE SERIES REGULAR IN FUTURE EPISODES (10)  

[MAYOR JOSE DELGADO] In his late 40s, slick, savvy, an expertly smooth politico, Delgado is a career oficial 
who has risen to the top of Los Angeles political life. Delighted for the photo op offered him by Sebastian's 
defection to the prosecutorial side of the aisle, Delgado loves to have his picture taken next to successful 
celebrity lawyer Sebastian Stark, and hopes Sebastian will make him look like a genius...RECURRING OR 
POSSIBLE SERIES REGULAR IN FUTURE EPISODES (1)  

[KAREN STARK] In her early 40s, Karen is Sebastian's ex-wife, the mother of their daughter Julia, of whom she 
has custody. Ready to get married to her boyfriend Larry, an anesthesiologist, Karen breaks the bad news to 
Sebastian: she and Larry will be moving to New York, and she expects to take Julia with her. She gets an 
unpleasant surprise when Julia grants her final custody to Sebastian, not to her mom...RECURRING ROLE (18) 

[ANITA TAYLOR] 42 years old, African-American, Anita is the top female defense lawyer in Los Angeles, and 
Sebastian's bitter rival. His ex-lover as well as his opponent in the Jennifer Dennison case, Anita is looking 
forward to a chance to annihilate Sebastian in front of ajury, and she's not above using a few tricks out of "The 
Shark's" rule book -- especially the one about rewriting the rule book as you go along. But to her surprise, she 
gets trounced as Sebastian forces her client to make one damaging admission after another...RECURRING 
ROLE (26)  
 
STORY LINE: Famous, wealthy Los Angeles defense attorney Sebastian Stark (known as "The Shark") has a 
change of heart and opts to try his hand as a prosecutor -- a choice that disrupts his personal and professional 
life, and threatens to give the D.A.'s office a taste of something fresh, something different, something called 
victory...
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